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Study: Mail-Order Medical Abortions Are Safe And E ective
In places where abortion is illegal or hard to access, pills prescribed online can be an alternative
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By Alexandra Ossola
May 16, 2017 at 6:31 PM ET

Women who need abortions will do what is necessary to get them, even if they live in the 66 countries with highly restrictive
laws. Increasingly, they are turning to online sources to help: Websites such as Women On Web (WoW) will mail women pills to
abort an early-stage pregnancy at home, if a pregnancy is less than 10 weeks along.
A new study that is the largest of its kind, published Tuesday in the journal BMJ, nds that these mail-order abortions are
generally safe and e ective.
The researchers focused on the approximately 1,600 women in Ireland, where abortion is illegal, who received abortion pills

from WoW between 2010 and2013 (only about 1,000 of those women con rmed that they used
the pills). The women all lled
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out a questionnaire on the WoW web site, which was reviewed by a doctor. If they met the requirements, the women were
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mailed abortion pills — a World Health Organization recommended dose of mifepristone and misoprostol — to an address
outside the country because Irish customs would con scate them. Surveys indicated that women likely took the pills within two
weeks of their online consultation. Four weeks after the medication was sent, recipients were asked to ll out another survey in
READ MORE
which they answered questions about whether or not they were still pregnant, if they received any surgical interventions (an
abortion alternative for a later-stage pregnancy, if they didn’t take the pills or if the pills didn’t work), and whether they had
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A Planet Four Light-Years Away Could Be Habitable
Proxima Centauri B would be a bit chillier than Earth but capable of supporting liquid water
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Artist's conception of Proxima Centauri B — ESO

By Alasdair Wilkins
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Over the past decade, astronomers have discovered our galaxy is teeming with billions of exoplanets, so just nding a new
world around some distant star isn’t all that exciting anymore. But how about a habitable, Earth-like world located around our
closest neighboring star?
The planet in question is Proxima Centauri B, named for the star around which it orbits. Discovered in August 2016, the planet
is about one-twentieth the distance from its star as we are from the sun. That’s good, though, because Proxima Centauri is a
red dwarf star, so a planet needs to be nearby to get the same kind of warmth we receive from the sun. It’s thought that the
planet, which is estimated to be about 1.3 times the mass of Earth, is within the habitable zone of its star, meaning at least
parts of its surface are warm enough for liquid water to exist.
To gure out whether the planet could indeed support life, researchers need to know more than just its cosmic location. Also
important is the question of whether the planet has the atmosphere and climate necessary for liquid water to endure on the
planet’s surface, giving life the eons it needs to develop and evolve. Researchers at the University of Exeter explored this
READ MORE
question in an article published in this week’s issue of Astronomy
and Astrophysics, in which they simulated what the planet’s
climate would look like if it had the same mix of gases as Earth’s atmosphere and if it had a simpler atmosphere of just
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